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PAUP,

choosing
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analysis
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con-

literature

MacClade),

al-

evaluate fixed leaf-labelled
tree
topologies for polymorphic
data have explicitly
required that
the number of states be kept quite small because the evaluation requires time exponential
in the number of states.
This
is the first algorithmic
study of this problem
to go beyond
fixed topology
problems
for bounded
number of states.
The major
contribution
of this paper is a methodology for inferring
perfect phylogenies
from monomorphic
and
polymorphic
characters.
Recent work in Historical
Linguistics [36] has shown that perfect phylogenies
should be obtainable
from properly
selected and encoded linguistic
characters. Algorithms
for constructing
perfect phylogenies
from
monomorphic
characters
were used in [36] to analyze the
Indo-European
family
of languages,
whose first-order
subgrouping
had been argued for decades without
resolution.
The methodology
we propose here significantly
extends the
range of the data that can be analyzed
in Historical
Linguistics.
We have applied this methodology
to the data set
studied by Warnow,
Ringe, and Taylor.
Detection
and resolution of polymorphism
led to a modification
of their initially
proposed phylogeny,
which was based only on monomorphic
characters.
Our methodology
and its results were presented
at the Symposium
on the Frontiers
of Science at the N ational Academy
of Sciences in November
1995.
The structure
of the rest of the paper is as follows.
In
Section 2, we discuss the causes of polymorphism
in Linguistics and Biology,
and define the problem
of inferring
trees
We show
from polymorphic
characters in these two domains.
that a perfect phylogeny
is an appropriate
objective
when
working
with linguistic
data as well as some biological
data.
In Section 3 we present
two algorithms,
one graph theoretic and one combinatorial,
for the problem of inferring
perfect phylogenies
from polymorphic
data. In Section 3.3, we
present a methodology
for inferring
perfect phylogenies
from
gorithms
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applications

Comparative

data

biological
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history
with

as Biology,

Primary

(whether
be

evolutionary
is a problem

Yooseph~

/ex(semantic
ical characters we try to work with basic meanings
slots), choosingfrom
each language the word that most IJsually expresses each basic meaning.
Languages
typically
have
one word for each basic semantic
slot, but instances
of two
(or even more) words apparently
filling
the same basic slot
are not rare.[28]
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population
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was presented

1995.

1

Shibu

Characters

of protein polymorphism has indicated that the extent Of gein natural
populations
is enormous.
Hownetic variation
ever, the total amount of genetic variation
cannot be known
unless it is studied at the DNA leveL The study of DNA
but the results so far
polymorphism is still in its infancy,
obtained
indicate
that the extent of DNA polymorphism
is
Polymorfar greater than that of protein
polymorphism.’

polymorphic
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we consider
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1 From [26], page 254.

to

data which combine monomorphic
and polymorphic
data. In
Section 4 we present our analysis of the Indo-European
data
studied
by Warnow,
Rlnge, and Taylor
[36]. In Section 5,
we consider the problem
of inferring
evolutionary
trees from
polymorphic
data when a perfect phylogeny
is an unlikely
out come. We conclude in Section 6.
2

four

Foundations

The causes of polymorphism
in Biology and Linguistics
differ, and within
Biology,
polymorphism
has more than one
cause as well. In Linguistics,
convergence
of meanings over
time, borrowing
of synonyms
from other languages,
and the
inability
of modern-day
linguists
to detect subtle differences
of meaning in words from ancient languages, can all produce
polymorphic
characters.
Some such cases, like English little
and small, arise by the convergence
of meanings over time;
others, like American
English
stone and rock (to describe a
small chunk of the substance
that can be t brown),
are instances of replacement
in progress (rock is replacing
stone
in that basic meaning
in America).
It can be shown that
the different
manifestations
of polymorphism
in Linguistics
each can be described
by the conflation
of two or more disOften we are able to determine
tinct linguistic
characters.
the precise number
of monomorphic
characters
that have

Problem

Input:

is convex.

Input:

Set S of taxa

defined

1 convex

characters

by set C of characters.

fect

Question:
Can we separate each character
into at most 1
monomorphic
characters,
so that a perfect phylogeny
exists for the derived set of monomorphic
characters?

not
tion
put

Due to inadequate
historical
evidence,
input
data may
Separareflect the act uai degree of polymorphism.
may be necessary to obtain
convexity
even if all incharacters

appear

monomorphic.

For

example,

perfect

phylogeny

poly-

Does an J-1oad perfect phylogeny exist?

phylogeny

for

the derived

set C!.

the sybtrees T~, z = 1, 2, . . . . r, and where (Tt, Tj) c E if and
only If T, nTJ # 0. Note that since T has load 1, G~ has max
clique size at most 1. G~ is triangulated
since it is the intersection graph of subtrees of a tree [6], and hence G~ is perfect [16]. Since Gm is perfect, the chromatic
number of Gm
equals the max clique size, and hence is bounded by 1. Hence
we can partition
the nodes of Gm into at most 1 independent
Each V, thus defines a monomorphic
sets, Vl, V2, ..., v.
character
(filled in with singletons),
and hence T is a per-

a~).
into

=

Proofi
One direction
is easy.
For the converse, let T be
a perfect phylogeny
with load 1, let a c C be given, and
assume a has r states present on S. Let T, be the subgraph
of T induced
by the vertices labelled
i by a. Since T is a
perfect phylogeny,
each T, is a subtree.
Define G~ to be the
graph whose vertices are in one-to-one
correspondence
with

any
if f(i)
# j for any z’ ~ C(S) (species s does not contain
state mapped to character
j), then let a~l (aJ(s))
= {s} (s

1: Separation

(I, 2, 1), B

Theorem
1 Given a set of taxa defined by a set C of polymorphic
characters,
T is an l-load perfect phylogeny for C
if and only if we can separate each polymorphic
character
into at most 1 monomorphic
characters
such that T is also

Definition
2 A polymorphic
character
c with r states is
separated
into
characters
al,. . . . at by a function
f
:
,1} where aJ1(i)
= C-l(Z)
if f(i)
= j.
{l,...
{1 ,.. .,r}+
Undetermined
values of a], ..., al are arbitrary.
In particular singletons
maintain
the spirit of character
c. That is,

Problem

.,

Set S of taxa defined by set C of (possibly)
morphic characters.

a perfect

state for

A

ogy and Linguistics
differ, when convexity
ca,n be assumed,
the different
problem
formulations
are equivalent.

of convex
For polymorphism
caused by convergence
monomorphic
characters,
polymorphism
can be considered
a separation
problem.

has a unique

characters:

For many morphological
characters
in Biology,
convexity is a reasonable
assumption
(e.g.
consider
vertebrateinvertebrate).
Alt bough the causes of polymorphism
in Biol-

J‘th component of this vector. A character (polymorphic or
monomorphic)
c is convex on T if for all z E Z, the set
X.,, = {v G V(T)
: i E c(v)} ES connected.
T is a perfect
character

2: l-load

Question:

S -+ (2Z – {0}),
let T be a tree which is leaf-!abetled
by the
taxa in S and with each internal
node u labelled with a vector
from (2Z – {O})k such that the value of Cj(v) is given by the

if every

three

Definition
3 A tree T which has polymorphic
characters
is
said to have load 1 if for every character
c G C and every
v C V(T),
IC(V)[ < /.

1 Given a set S of taxa defined by a set C of
flc’1 = k), where each CJ c C’ iS a ~unctiora Cj :

phylogeny

with

acid sequence, (b) alleles for a specific gene, and (c) jumping
genes (transposons)
can each cause polymorphic
data.
In
each of these cases, the number of different
forms that the
character
can take on a given taxon may be bounded,
in
which case we may reasonably
seek a tree in which every
node has no more than some pre-specified
bound of states
for each character.
This bound may be character
dependent.

merged into the polymorphic
character.
In Linguistics
it
has been observed that monomorphic
characters
are convex,
where by this we mean that the nodes sharing any state of
any character
form a connected
set in the tree.
Definition
characters

languages

(1, 2, 2), C = (1,2, 1), D = (1,2, 2). Suppose the first two
characters
convolve
(meanings
merge) and linguists
detect
only one of these characters
for each languabge. This polymorphic
character
appears monomorphic:
A = (1, 1), B =
(1, 2), C = (2, 1), D = (2, 2). There is no perfect phylogeny
for this set, but we can separate the first character
into two
such that there is a perfect phylogeny:
A := (1, a, 1), B =
13ecause of lost
(I, b, 2), C = (c,2, 1), and D = (d, 2, 2).
information,
we cannot
completely
determine
the inferred
characters
~i (hence the use of singletons).
In Biology,
(a) alternative
encodings
of the same amino

consider
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phylogeny

for

each

of

these

monomorphic

characters.

I

Polymorphism
in characters
that
are based
upon
columns
of molecular
sequences behaves differently
than
polymorphism
in morphological
characters;
for these characters, variations
on the parsimony
criterion
are more appropriate optimization
criteria.
We discuss the computational
complexity
of these problems
in Section 5.

3

Inferring
acters

Perfect

Phylogenies

from

Polymorphic

instance to the partial
t-tree problem
has a solution
iff the
corresponding
instance
to the load problem
has a solution.
This can be seen by observing
that G is the partition
intersection graph of the instance
of the load problem
and thus
we can use Theorems
4 and 6.
Next we show that the 2-load perfect phylogeny
problem,
where each of the input characters
is monomorphic,
is NPcomplete
for fixed r > 3. This will also imply that the Min
Load Problem
is NP-hard
for fixed r >3.
The reduction
is
from the Partial Binary Characters
Problem
(PBCP),
which
is defined as follows:
Input
: An n x k matrix
M, of n species and k characters,
in which each entry of I’d is an element of the set {O, 1, *}.
Question
: Can each * entry be set to O or 1 so that there
exists a l-load perfect phylogeny
with the new matrix
?
The above problem is just a reformulation
of the Quartet
Consistency
Problem,
which was shown to be NP-complete
by [34].
Given an instance
1 of PBCP, the instance
of the load
problem
is constructed
as follows.
Replace each * entry in
the matrix
defined by 1, by a 2. Let C be the set of k characters and let S be the set of n species defined by this new
mat rix. We will add 21c new characters
and 9 k new species
as follows.
Initialize
S’ = S and C! = C. Now, for each
a c C’, define two new characters
al and az, and nine new
species s~, . . . , s: as follows
~~ :y~
~ c C“ (where ,6 # cr), set /3(s~) = 2 , where

Char-

When the maximum
permissible
load for each character
is
not given, the problem
of inferring
perfect
phylogenies
is
best stated as a minimum
load problem.
This is addressed
in Section
3.1.
When the maximum
permissible
load for
each character
is given, we have two algorithms
which can
construct
perfect
phylogenies;
both are efficient
when the
number
of characters
is small.
These algorithms
are present ed in Section 3.2. When the character set includes a sufficient number of monomorphic
characters,
we have a third
algorithm
which combines techniques
for monomorphic
and
polymorphic
characters.
This algorithm
is presented in 3.3.
3.1

Min

When

Load

Problems

convexity

of the

monomorphic

constituents

of the

polymorphic
characters
is a reasonable request, we may seek
a tree with a pre-specified
load bound, or else we may seek
a tree with a minimum
possible load bound.
We call the
latter problem
the Minimum
Load Problem.
We note that the Minimum
Load Problem
is NP-hard,
since the question of whether a l-load Perfect Phylogeny
exists is NP-Complete
[4, 34]. The 2-load Perfect Phylogeny
Problem
is the next question
to consider.
The various parameters to the problem
are n, the number of species; k, the
number
of (polymorphic)
characters;
and r, the maximum
number of states per character.

Theorem

Fox e&h

The M% Load Problem
can be solved in poiynomiat time for ail jixed n and when T = 2, but is NP-hard
for all fixed r >3 and for all jixed k. Determining
whether a
2-load perfect phylogeny
exists is solvable in polynomial
time
if n or k is fixed, or if r = 2, but NP-Complete
for jixed
T>3.

2

(1,2,

NP-complete.
definitions
Input

The
partial

reduction
t-tree

of t-trees
:

A

graph

and
G =

is from

partition
(~

E)

the

following

See

recognition.

section

;, C#(s:)
Update

intersection
and

an integer

This
requires

3.2

for

e =

(i, j).

Also,

set 1 =

t+ 1. We claim

that

s:

=

= 2

s:=”(022)

(2, 2, 2), s:

s; = (z, y, z) indicates
= z,).
S’ = S’U{s~,...,

=

(1:2:

s:}

that cr(s~)

s’ 0): s{ :

= z, crl(s~)

and C’ = dU{CV],

theorem shows that any polynomial
both k and 1 bounded.

Algorithms
Characters

In this

(n – 1),

IVI = n .
Question
:
Is G a partial
t-tree ? i.e. does there exist
G’ = (V, E’) such that E(G) G .E(G’) and G’ is a t-tree.
The above problem
was shown to be NP-complete
by
Arnborg,
Corneil and Proskurowski
[3].
Let (G = (V, E), t) be an
The reduction
is as follows.
The correspondinstance
of the partial
t-tree problem.
ing instance
of the load problem
consists of the species set
S = {sele E E} and one character
a, with a(s~) = {i, j},

=

a2}.

section

for Perfect

we present

Phylogenies

the two

time

from

algorithms

algorithm

Polymorphic

for inferring

perfect phylogenies
from polymorphic
data when we know
the load bound.
Although
the algorithms
we will present assume a universal load bound, these algorithms
can be easily
modified
to allow individual
load bounds for each character,
and wiU achieve comparable
running
times. For the sake of
clarity,
we will present these algorithms
as though the load
bound is the same for each character;
the runtimes
of these
algorithms
when implemented
to handle variable constraints
are given within
their respective
sections.
Because of space

where

where

:(0,1,2),

the 2-load perfect phylogeny
problem
can be solved in polynomial time by observing
that l-load
perfect phylogeny
on
binary characters is solvable in polynomial
time [17] and that
there is always an r-load perfect phylogeny
on any input set
containing
characters
with at most r states.
B

graphs.
t <

– 2 and crz(.)

1’ = (S’, C’) is the instance of the load problem.
It can
be shown that 1 has a solution
iff 1’ has a solution.
If k is fixed then the 2-load perfect phylogeny
problem
can be solved in polynomial
time using the algorithms
from
Section 3.2.
If r = 2, then clearly the Min Load problem
and thus

problem
3.2.2

set CYl(s

1), s: = (1,2,2).

(Notation:

Proof:
When n is fixed, the number of possible leaf-labelied
topologies
is bounded,
so we need only consider
the Min
Load problem
on a fixed topology.
Determining
the minimum load on a fixed leaf-labelled
topology
is trivial,
since
for each internal
node v c V(T)
and each character
cr E C,
we simply
set a(v) = {i : 3x, y leaves of T with v on the
path from z to y, and i c a(z) n a(y)}.
This determines
the
minimum
load for the topology.
The same argument
can
be used to show that 2-load perfect phylogeny
is solvable in
polynomial
time when n is fixed.
We now show that the Min Load Problem
is NP-hard
for all fixed k by showing that the l-load perfect phylogeny
problem
with fixed number of characters
k >1, where each
is
character
has input load 2 (i.e. 2 states for every species),
involving

s c S’

Also set Sa
-’002),4
( , ,
1 –
(2,0,0), s: = (2, 1,1),

the
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constraints,
will

appear

3.2.1

some
in

the

of

the

full

proofs

version

A Combinatorial

have
of the

Algorithm

been

omitted.

They

paper.

for fixed

k and 1

The algorithm
we present is an extension
and simplification of the algorithm
of Agarwala
and Fern~ndez-Baca
[2].
For the remainder
of this section the term perfect phylogeny
refers to an l-load perfect phylogeny.
Note that the number of possible labels for nodes is ri~.
This follows from the observation
that each character
haa
only r states, and each node can choose at most 1 of these.
Let us call this set of possible node labelings
S*, and note
that S ~ S* (since otherwise
some node in S has load greater
than i).
We need some preliminary
definitions
and facts.
Definition
Zcec

4

Ic(z)Ac(Y)I,

The

Hamming
where

A

distance
i.

We note that if a perfect
exists where the Hamming
one. We will seek a perfect
Working
with such perfect
solve subproblems,
because
(maximally
refined) perfect

of

symmetric

e

=

(x, y)

is

diference.

phylogeny
exists for S, then one
dist ante on any edge is exactly
phylogeny
with this property.
phylogenies
allows us to quickly
it limits
the number of ways a
phylogeny
can be constructed.

Definition
5 (See /..2]) Given x c S*, the equivalence
relation E= is the transitive
closure of the following
relation
c such that
E: on S – {x}:
aE~b if there exists character
(c(a) n c(b)) – C(Z) #
classes by (S – {z})/z.

0. We denote this set of equivalence

Some facts follow from this definition.
1: Two species in S which are in the same equivFact
alence class of (S - {z })/x must be in the same component
of T – {x}, for any perfect phylogeny
for S that contains x.
then
Fact 2: If a perfect phylogeny
exists for S u {z},
there is a perfect phylogeny
T in which the subtrees of z in
T have leaf sets which are the components
of (S – {z})/z.
Fact 2 does not necessarily hold simultaneously
for all internal nodes of a perfect phylogeny
T. Instead the following
fact is true for every internal
node of T.
Fact 3: Let T be a perfect phylogeny for a set of species
S. Let x be an internal
node of T and G an equivalence
class
of (S – {z})/z.
Let y be an internal
node of T such that
the subtree rooted at y, when we think of T as having root
x, contains
G. Then there exist HI, ..., Ht in (S — {Y})/Y
such that HIU.
.. UHt=G.
We now present a dynamic
programming
algorithm
for
constructing
perfect
phylogenies
We define the search graph SG

from polymorphic
= (V, E) as follows.

vertex in V is associated
with a pair [G, z], where
or G E (S — {z})/z,
and represents
the question:
The edges of the
G u {z} have a perfect phglogeng?”.
graph are of the form ([G, z][S, z]), and all pairs
form ([G1, z1], [G2, m]) where G1 G G2 and XI and
isfy

X.ec

[call

=

1.

There

are 0(#~)

There can be multiple
bundles going into [G, z], corresponding
to the maximally
refined
perfect
phylogenies
of
GU {x}.
If [Hi, V], [HZ, Y],...,
[HP, Y] is a bundle for [G, x]
and all the subproblems
have perfect phylogenies,
then there
T~ Iabelled
is a perfect phylogeny
for G U {z} with subtree
by H,.
We can also have a bundle
of just one edge (i.e.
([G,y],[G,x]));
such a bundle
indicates
the existence
of a
perfect phylogeny
T for G U {y} in which the node corresponding
to y has only one child.
This is necessary if we
require all edges to have Hamming
distance
1,
The Algorithm
PHYLOGENY(S)
First create the search
graph Gs. For each node [G, x], determine
its bundles.
Note
that some incoming
edges ([G], Zl], [G, z]) may not correspond to any bundle because (S - {z1 })/zl
does not have
the proper form (i.e. G may not be the union of a subset
of the components
of (S — {xl })/z I ). Remove such edges.
Now for each bundle, compute
the size of the bundle (number of edges) b, and set a counter count,
equal to b,. Each
node [Gl, z]] that is a predecessor of node [G,, z,] is given a
pointer
to the counter for its bundle.
We initialize
a queue
of “true”
nodes as empty.
We locate each node [G, z] with
IG[ = 1., mark it as
We then pull a node
“true” , and place it in the queue.
[GI, XI] out of the queue and process it as follows.
For each
edge in the search graph ([GI, z]], [G,, Zz]), we decrement
the counter for the appropriate
bundle into [Gz, m]. If the
counter is decremented
to O, then all edges of the bundle
have been set to true and node [Gz, z,] is added to the queue.
When we have processed all edges out of node [Gl, z1] we
choose another node from the queue and continue.
If we ever
try to enqueue a node of the form [S, z], then the instance
has a perfect phylogeny.
If the queue is emptied
without
ever Iabelling
a node of this form as “true”,
then there is no
perfect phylogeny.
As we enqueue “true”
nodes, we build a topology
for a
perfect phylogeny
for the subproblem
represented
by that
node, ultimately
building
one for the whole problem
if it
exists.
We denote the topology
of the perfect
phylogeny
for [G, z] by T[G, z].
We enqueue
[G, z] when a bundle
[Hi,
has

G = S
Does
search
of the
Z2 sat-

a

node

[G, x],

[Hp, y] such that
[~1, vl, [~z)vl,...,
= G is called a bundle.
and (b) u,H,

(a)

each

hence

[H,,

y]

a topology

1 If there exists a perfect phylogeng for S U {z},
then the algorithm
PHYLOGENY
assigns true to [G, x], joT
each G c (S – {z})/x.

of

Theorem

3

O(T1k+l lkn)l
phylogeny.

O(rwik)
edges of type ([G, z][S, x]), and O(nlk~tk+l
) of type
([G,, m], [G,, m]), since the outdegree
of every node is at
most /kT.

6 Given

that

and

Lemma

type [S, z], and O(n#k)
of type [G, z] (because there are at
most n equivalence
classes in (S - {z}) /x ). Also, there are

Definition

such

T[H,, y] for each subproblem
has already been determined.
We create a new node v. If x E S, then we label the node
z.
Otherwise
it remains
unlabeled
for now.
A method
for labelling
these nodes is given in the proof of Theorem ?? (omitted
in this abstract).
We take each of the
trees TIH1, y], T[Hz, y],.. . , T[HP, y], merge the roots into a
Once
single node, and make this node a child of nc)de v.
[G, z] has been enqueued, we construct
the tree T[G, z] and
we do not consider any more edges entering
[G, z]. Thus we
only compute
one topology
per “true”
subproblem.

data.
Each

nodes

[lfp, y] is found
YI, [H2, YI,..:,
been determmed
to be “true,”

The algorithm
and returns

PHYLOGENY(S)

runs

in time

“yes “ if and only if S has a perfect

Most of the details of this proof are similar to tlhose provided
in [2], except that they omit the question of how to label the

a

set
of
nodes
Hamming(x,y)=l

nodes

shown
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of the

tree.

to be faulty

(The

initial

labelling

in some cases. )

they

provide

can

be

Comment:
the algorithm
L = ~ccc

3.2.2

together

When individual load bounds {C are given,
can be modified to run in O(r ‘+l Ln), where

4:

l..

Algorithm

for

The algorithm
we present is based upon
intersection
graphs of subtrees of l-load

Fixed

k and i

(c) VU E V(T),

a characterization
of
perfect phylogenies.

that

CO?OT be a proper

coloring

(a coloring

function

and

only

if V(O, u)

c

free cycles of size four or greater. Given a vertex-colored
if G
graph G = (V, E), we say that G is l-triangulated
is both triangulated
and has no monochromatic
cliques of
size greater
than 1. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with a
vertex coloring.
We say that G has an i-triangulation
G’ = (V, E’) if E ~ E’ and G’ is l-triangulated.
Let
1 = (S, C) be an input
to the phylogeny
problem.
Let
a E C’ be a fixed character,
and let i E Z.
We define
Cr*={scs:z
Ecr(s)}. The Partition-Intersection
Graph
of I is the vertex colored graph GI = (~ E) in
which V = {CYi : a ● C}, E = {(~i, ,8J) : ~i fl/3j # 0, where

●

G (not necessarily
properly
colored),
we can determine
in time polynomial
in fixed
k and 1 whether
G has an l-triangulation
and construct
the l-triangulation
when it does.

●

Given an l-triangulation
G’ of GI, we can construct
an l-load perfect phylogeny
in polynomial
time.

a k-colored

We are thus

graphs

5 Let

G

=

is l-triangulated

(V(G),
ifl

E(G))

and

#0.

has at most 1 vertices

of the same color.

motivated

to make

the following

definition:

Lemma
3 Let G = (V, E) be vertex-colored
with a coloring
function
color (using k colors) and assume that the maximum
monochromatic
clique size is 1. Then there exists a
(k, i)-partition
intersection
graph G’ = (V’, E’) such that
the following
is true:
(a) For every pb-set S C V’ containC of ~ – S, C U S
ing (k – 1) colors and every component
has all k colors present,
(b) G can be l-triangulated
if and
only if G’ can be l-triangulated,
and
(c) The number of
= IEI.
vertices in G’ is n + m(kl – 2), where n = lVl,m

as inter-

4 [6] A graph G = (V, E) is triangulated
if and
Theorem
only if it is the intersection
graph of subtrees of a tree.

We now look at an extension
of this particular
tion for i-triangulated
graphs.

of T}

such that

We will present a dynamic programming
algorithm
which
will solve the l-load problem
when the input
is a (k, l)partition
intersection
graph.
As our input graphs may not
be (k, 1)-partition
intersection
graphs, we need the following
result:

provide
an algorithm
for dephylogeny
exists for k oly?
n species in 0((Tk312 )~ ‘1 +
triangulated

#(v)

-+ {subtrees
of G}

Definition
7 Let G = (V, E) be a k-co~or_ed graph with maximum monochromatic
clique size no greater than 1. A potential basis for G’, the t-triangulation
of G, is a subset V. L V
such that (a) lVO1 = kl — 1 and (b) VO is a vertex separator
for G. If VO C V satisfies both these conditions
then we say
that V. is a potential
basis for G, and call V. a pb-set.

graph

As a consequence,
we will
termining
if an Lload perfect
morphic
characters
defined on
n(ki)2)
time.
There is a characterization
of
section graphs [6].

Theorem
graph,
Then G

cliques

Lemma
2 Let G be a (k, I)-partition
intersection
graph.
Then G can be l-triangulated
if and only if there exists a
set K ~ V of size W — 1 which is a separator for G such
can be 1that for all components
C of G – K, C U cl(K)
triangzdated.

Let I be an input to the Z-load perfect phylogeny
problem. Then there is an l-load perfect phylogeny
for 1 if
and only if the partition
intersection
graph GI has an
l-triangulation.
Given

p : V(G)

(k,l)-partition
intersection
graph
if (a) the maximum
monochromatic
clique size is 1, and (b) G is edge covered by
kl-cliques.
We will need the following
lemma in our dynamic
programming
algorithm.

i # ~ if @ = ,8}. The vertex coloring
COIOT is defined ss
follows:
for a # ~, CO1OT(CY,)= COiOT(a3) # coior(~s).
Thus
we have a color for each character;
all nodes associated with
Note that because the
a character
receive the same color.
input 1 can have load greater than one, the coloring function
color may not be proper.
The main results in this section can be paraphrased
as
follows:
●

{maximal

Further
Definitions
Consider
a graph
G = (~ E) with
IVI = n ~ k that contains
at least one k-clique.
Such
a graph G is a k-tree if the nodes of G can be ordered
rG(vi)
fl {~i+l, vt+2, ..., vn} is a k‘W>V2, . . . , v~ whereby
clique for all i with 1 < i ~ n — k. A k-tree also has the
the complete
graph on k verfollowing
recursive defi~tion:
tices is a k-tree; if G = (V, E) is a k-tree, and S C V is a
k-clique,
then the graph formed by adding a new vertex v
and attaching
it to each vertex in S is also a k-tree.
Each
k-tree may be constructed
using several different
sequences
a basis
of these operations.
The initial
set S C V is called
for the k-tree. For a graph G = (V, E) and vertex-separator
S C V with C a component
of G – S, we define C U cl(S)
to be the graph formed by adding to the subgraph
of G induced by C U S sufficient
edges to make S into a clique.
Let G = (V, E) be a k-colored
graph.
We say that G is a

E, color(v)
# CO1OT(U)).
Given a graph G = (V, E) and a vertex coloring
color :
clique in G is a clique V. c V
V + Z, a monochromatic
such that color(v)
= colo~(zv) for all v, w c VO. A graph
if it has no induced chordG = (V, E) is triangulated
if

functions

Theorem
6 Given an instance I of the l-load perfect phglogeny problem,
let GI be the corresponding
partition
irztersection
graph.
Then I has a solution
i~ GI has an ttriangulation.

Preliminary
Definitions
Let G = (V, -E) be a graph. A vertex coloring
of G is a function
color : V + Z. We do not
require

with
bije~i”n

(a) (v, W) G E(G)
iflp(v)
n P(w)
(b) W(V) = {u c V(T) : V E d(u)}.

A Graph-Theoretic

is proper

V(T)

characteriza-

be a verter-colorect

3 a tree T

=

(V(T),

We now have the basis
l-triangulations
of k-colored

E(T))
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for an algorithm
graphs:

for computing

Algorithm
~ep
1:

B
Embed

G in a (k, 1)-partition

intersection

graph,

Step
z: Compute
all pb-sets VO ~ V(G’),
and all components C of G’ – VO. The subproblems
C U cl(VO) are then
bucket sorted by size.
Step
3: Use dynamic
programming
to determine
the answers for each subproblem
in turn.
Step 4: If there is a pb-set VO such that for all components
theu return
C of G’ – VO, CU ci(VO) is has an l-triangulation,
(Yes), else return
(No).
It is clear that we need to indicate
how we implement
Step 3. We have thus reduced the problem
of determining
whether
the graph G can be l-triangulated
to looking
at
graphs of the form C U cl(S), where S is a pb-set, C is one
of the components
of G – S, and we presume G’ to be a
(k, i)-partition
intersection
graph.
We state the following
theorem:
Theorem
7 Let G = (V, E) be a (k-,
tion graph with lVl ~ H +1.
Let SO be
a component
of G–SO.
Then CUC1(SO)
if and only ij there exists some vertex

/)-partition
interseca pb-set and let C be
can be l-triangulated
v in C and a family

is ,@ae:
of pb-sets M such that the following
(a) For each M EM,
M c SO U {v}, and M as a separator
for C U c1(SO) and for G.
(b) For each vertex x E SO there is a M. E M and a component C. of G – Ms and of C U cl(So) – M. such that
ICSI < ICI and Cz U c1(MX) can be l-triangulated.
(c) Every edge in C is in exactly one C, given above.

be 1Proof: [Sketch]
Suppose
that
C U c1(SO) can
triangulated,
and let G’ be an l-triangulation
of C U c1(SO)
It can be shown that there is a vertex v 6 C such that the
subgraph
of G’ induced
by the vertices of C U c1(SO) can
be written
M the union of the i-triangulated
(kl – 1)-trees
We will let
TK based upon pb-sets K C S’ = SO U {v}.
M consist of these subsets K, which form the bases of the
(Jc1– 1)-trees TK. It can then be shown that M satisfies the
conditions
above.
For the converse, if such a family
M = {M, : z ~ 1} of
pb-sets exists, then there exists v E C such that the graph
CUcl(SO ) is cent ained in the union of Ltriangulat
able graphs
of the form CL U c1(M), where each M G M is a pb-set and
a subset of SO U {o} and Cz is a component
of G – M and
a proper subset of C. These graphs can be completed
to
l-triangulated
(kl – 1)-trees T., where V(T=) = V(C= U M).
This family
of (kl – I)-trees
7 = {Ts : z 6 C - {v}} shows
that

C U ci(SO ) is l-t riangulatable.

Theorem

8 Let G =

(~

E)

~

be a (k, Z)-partition

intersec-

tion graph.
Algorithm
B can, in O(lVlkl+l
) time,
mine whether G can be l-triangulated,
and produce
triangulation
when it exists.

deterthe 1-

Proofi
Let I be the input
to the l-load perfect phylogeny
problem,
and GI = (V, E) be the partition
intersection
graph.
Then
IVI
= rk, and it can be shown
that
if
IEI > kllVl
then there is no l-triangulation
[25].
Hence
Il?l s k21r,
Let G\ = (V’, E’) be the (k, 1)-partition
intersection
graph embedding
of GI, and note that
Iv’1 =
IVI + lEl(kl

Theorem
9 The t-load perfect phylogera y problem
can be
solved and the l-load perfect phylogeny
constructed
(when it
exists) in O(fzkziz + (rk3iz)h1+1)
time.

rest follows.

~

Comment:
In the case where individual load bounds lC
are given, the algorithm can be modified to run in 0(nL2 +
(rkL2)L+’),

3.3

L = ~CeC

where

Inferring

Perfect

1..

Phylogenies

from

Mixed

Data

In the previous section we presented two algorithms
for inferring perfect phylogenies
from polymorphic
character
data;
these algorithms
had running
times which were exponential
in L, where L = ~ ccc 1., and & is the load bound for the
character

c.

We can use these

algorithms

directly

for

sets

of characters
when some of the characters
are monomorphic
and some are polymorphic,
but the expense would be too
large. This follows since in typical
data sets, the number of
characters
k is the largest parameter,
often in the hundreds
or thousands;
since L > k, algorithms
that are exponential
in L are prohibitively
costly. Instead,
we propose a method
which should be efficient when the number of monomorphic
characters is sufficient
to reduce the number of minimal
perfect phylogenies
to a small number.
In practice,
as the majority
of the characters
will be monomorphic,,
this is likely
The method
we propose involves two
to be very efficient.
steps, and is efficient
when the number
of mi nimai perfect
phylogenies
generated
from the monomorphic
characters
is
small.
Algorithm
C:
Step
1: Infer all minimal
perfect
phylogenies
from the
monomorphic
characters,
using [22].
Step 2: Determine
whether any of the minimal
perfect phylogenies obtained
in Step 1 can be refined so that each polymorphic
character
is convex on it within
the specified load
bound.
Discussion

of Step

1:

The

algorithm

in

[221 has running

where M is the numtime which is 0(2 2“~” k~t3 + &fk~n),
ber of minimal
perfect phylogenies
and km is the number of
monomorphic
characters.
This is theoretically
expensive if
T, the number of states, is too large; however,
in practice,
the algorithm
works quickly
as long as not too many of the
characters
have large number of states. Also, in practice,
as
long as the monomorphic
characters
are independent
of each
other and comprise
a suitably
large set, there will be very
few perfect phylogenies.
Thus, we expect Step 1 to be very
fast, and to produce very few minimal
perfect phylogenies.
Discussion
Problem:

Summary
Given
1, compute
the Partition
Intersection
Graph,
GI, and embed GI in a (k, 1)-partition
intersection
graph G;.
Use Algorithm
B to determine
if G; can be L
triangulated,
and compute
the triangulation
G? if it exists.
If there is no l-triangulation,
Return
No. Else, use G! to
compute
the l-load perfect phylogeny
T.

- 2) < rk + lC312T. The

Input:

of Step
Refining

2:

Leaf-labelled
acters,

We consider

the following

problem:

a tree

each with

tree T, and set C of polymorphic
an individual
load bound.

char-

Question:
Does a perfect phylogeny
T’ exist for the polymorphic
characters,
subject
to the constraint
that T’
is a refinement
of T?
Algorithm
D:
For each internal
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v c T which

has

degree

greater

than

3, do:

1.

Let I’(v) = I’l(v)U17z(v)
where I’l(o) consists of all the
neighbors
of v which are leaves and rz (v) consists of
all the non-leaf
neighbors
of o. For each u, E I’z (v)
add a new node WJ on the edge (w, Uj ). Compute
the
labelling
of wj so as to make every character
convex
(each character
must contain every state that appears
on both sides of WJ ).

2. If some new node
exceeds the stated
TURN(NO).
Let Se
and W3 is a neighbor

has a load
bound
for
= rl(v)
U
of v}. Use

as the evolutionary
tree in Indo-European
their earlier hypothesis,
and is the direct
ysis.

is different
result of this

PIE
1

for a character
that
that
character,
RE{wJ Iwl is a new node
any of the algorithms

LA

P

AL

01

from Section 3 to determine
if there is a perfect phylogeny for (SV, C). If any (S”, C) fails to have a perfect
phylogeny
then RETURN(No),
else RETURN(yes).

Theorem

10 Algorithm

D correctly

determines

whether

from
anal-

AL above
dotted lines
a

perfect phylogeny T’ exists refining
T within
the stated load
bounds, and can be modijied
to produce the perfect phylogeny
T’ in time rnin{O(rL+l
Ln2), 0(n2L2
+ n(rkL2)L+1)}.

Proofi
If the algorithm returns NO, it is clear that no perfect phylogeny within the constraints of the problem exists. If it returns YES, then the perfect phylogenies refining each of the stars can be hooked up via the new
nodes. The refinement can be done by using the algorithms
in Section 3.2. It can be shown that the algorithm takes
rnin{O(r~+l
Ln2), 0(n2L2 + n(rkL2)L+l)}.
S
In Algorithm
practice to look
rat her than use
the existence of
4

Polymorphism

HI - Hittite,

01-

TB- Tocharian

Old Irish, LA - Latin
B, GK - Greek, AR - Armenian

OE - Old English,
LI - Lithuanian,

D, if ISOI is small then it may be cheaper in
at all possible leaf-labelled
topologies
on Sv
the algorithms
of Section 3.2 to determine
perfect phylogenies
on S..

OCS - Old Church Slavic

AV - Avestan,

VE - Vedic

AL - Albanian
Figure

1: The

tree on the Indo-European

data

set.

in Linguistics

5

Properly
chosen and encoded characters
in Linguistics
have
been shown to be convex on the true tree, so that with
proper scholarship
we should be able to infer a perfect phylogeny. In recent work on an Indo-European
data set, [36]
began with 220 characters,
185 of which were monomorphic
and 35 of which were polymorphic.
The degree of polymorphism for each polymorphic
character
could be determined
from the data with high confidence,
so that the question
of inferring
the correct tree amounted
to determining
if a
perfect phylogeny
existed in which each character
was permitted
a maximum
degree of polymorphism
(i.e. load) on
the tree.
[36] found that there was one perfect phylogeny
on the monomorphic
characters.
We used Algorithm
D on
this phylogeny
and verified that the entire set of characters
(i.e. including
the 36 polymorphic
characters)
was compatible wit h this single perfect phylogeny.
The discovery
by Ringe, Taylor,
and Warnow
of the extent of polymorphism
within
linguistics
led them to recheck
each of the characters
for evidence of polymorphism.
This
careful
examination
revealed
that
one of the characters
used in their preliminary
analysis (which originally
appeared
monomorphic,
and upon which the presentation
at the NAS
Symposium
on the Frontiers
of Science in November
1995
was based) was polymorphic.
Their subsequent
search for
new grammatical
characters led to a discovery of a character
(based upon the construction
of abstract nouns) which they
hoped might provide additional
evidence for Indo-European
subgroupings.
Our algorithms,
applied to the enlarged data
set, now indicate
weak support
for the Italo-Celtic
hypothesis. Thus, the tree they now posit (presented
in Figure 1)

Polymorphism

in Biology

The evolution
of biological
polymorphic
characters
can be
modelled
using the following
operations
[26].
A mutation
changes one state into another.
A loss drops a state from
a polymorphic
character
from parent to child.
A duplication replicates
a state which subsequently
mutates.
This
allows children
to have higher load on a polymorphic
character than their parents.
We consider two types of costs
: 1. State-independent
costs, in which any loss costs costl,
costs cost~,
any duplication
costs costd,
and
any mutation
any

match

costs

costs

Parsimony
ary

O. 2.

are dependent
trees

states
criterion

bimolecular

data.

~e=~(~)

cost(e).

costs,

in

which

the

involved.

is a popular

from

T minimizes

State-dependent

on the

for evaluating
A most

evolution-

parsimonious

Traditionally,

tree

for monomor-

phic characters,
;o;t(’e)
is the Hamming
distance
of the labels at the two endpoints
of e.
For unknown
topology,
the traditional
parsimony
problem
is NP-hard
[8, 9], but for
fixed topology
it is in P [15].
Consider the case where costs cost!, cost~, and Costd are
not
state-dependent.
Let
(u, v) be an edge in T with
u
above
(u, v)
and

v.

We

Z = a(u)
●

●

the

Let

X

cost

=

a(u)

cost(cr,

(u, v))

– a(v),

Y =

of

a

a(v)

c

C

on

– m(u),

n a(v).

If 1X1 = IYI then cost(cr, (u, v)) = costmlXl
(all events
are mutations,
but shared states do not change).
If 1X1 >

costmlY1.
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define

as follows:

IYI then

cost(a,

(zt, v))

= cost~[lXl

- IYI] +

If 1X1 < IYI

●

then

cost(cr, (u, v))

= costd[lYl

– 1X1] +

Costmlxl.

The cost of the edge (u, v) is then

~oec

cosi(a,

(u, v)).

For

stat e-dependent
costs, we must also match
states in the
parents to states in the child for mutation
and duplication
events.
We consider

the following

problem:

Given

a fixed

leaf-

labelled
topology
and a maximum
load, 1, what is the most
parsimonious
labelling
of the internal
nodes?
The problem is NP-complete
for arbitrary
loss, mutation,
and duplication
cost functions.
If coste = O, such as when
we wish to maximize
convexity,
the problem
becomes even
harder.
Theorem

11

The following

problems

are NP-covnplete

:

Given a tree with leaves labeled by species each with
load at most 1 and a value P, determine
if the internal
nodes can be labeled to create a phylogeny
with load
at most 1 and parsimony
cost at most P for arbitrary
coste < Costm < costci.

●

If coste = O and cost~ < Costd are arbitrary
then given
a tree with leaves labeled by species and values 1 and PI
determine
if the internal
nodes can be labeled to create
a phylogeny
with toad at most 1 and parsimony
cost at
most P.
This problem
remains
NP-complete
even if
the tree is binary,
no edges of weight O are allowed,
and the input toad is 1 < L < ~.

●

Proofi
In the fixed-topology
setting, characters are independent.
Therefore we consider only the case of a single
character with r states.
Clearly the problem is in NP. We now show it is NPmatching
hard. Our reduction is from the 3-dirnensionai
problem
(3DM),
known
to be NP-complete
[19], which is
defined as follows.
We are given three disjoint
sets, A, B,
and C, each with n elements,
and and a set X of m triples,
X = {(a,, b~, c~) : a, E A,b$ G B,and
c~ E C}. We say that
triple (al, bj, (%) covers ai, b~ and Ck. We wish to find a set
of n triples that covers every element of A, B and C exactly
once. This set of n triples is called a perfect matching.
Given an instance
of 3DM, we construct
a tree T with
leaves labeled by species each with load at most m – n. The
with load m – n and
internal
nodes of T can be labeled
parsimony
(3mn – 3n2 )cost~ if and only if the instance of
3DM has a perfect matching.
We construct
the tree T as follows.
We begin by creating
an internal
root node.
This root has 3n children
al . . . an,
cm which
are all internal
nodes.
Let
,b~and
cl,...
bl,...
n(a,
a,.

), for
We

states

1 <

have

i <

have

n be
the

z~

x1, x2,...,

the

number

following

of triples

states

corresponding

for

to the

that

our

instance

dummy
the

states

for

associated

set

remainder

of triples
of this

each
with
that

c~).
a,

Let

contain

discussion,

D(a,

(lD(a,

)l
a,

=

(lX(a,

we will

) be the

Let

)1 = n(a,

The

concentrate

2. There exists an 0(nkl(2r)1)-time
algorithm
to compute
the most parsimonious
load-l labelling for the tree for
arbitrary
fixed costs coste < cost~ < co:!td.
3.

There exists an O(nkrl)-time
./
most parsimonious
load-l
when costt = O.

al.qorithm
labelling
for

to comwte
the given

the
tree

Proofi
When the cost function is state-dependent, we convert our input to a weighted monomorphic parsimony problem. We define a new set of O(r~) states, one for each possible label of a node. Given two labels 1P and L, we can
determine the cost of an parent-child edge with labels 1Pand
lC. We must match states for mutations and~ duplications.
We thus compute a matrix of edge costs. Because loss and
duplication costs are not the same, this matrix is not symmetric in general. We then use the algorithm of Sankoff and

) be

For
on

m

1. There exists an 0(nkr21)-time
algorithm
to compute
the most parsimonious
load-l labelling ~or the tree for
arbitrary
state-dependent
costs.

the

nodes

b~ and ck are treated symmetrically.
Node a, has n(a, ) leaf children.
Let Z1, x2, ..., x~(~:j be
the states associated
with the triples that contain
a,. The
ith leaf under node a, has all the dummy
states D(a, ) associated with a, and all of z1, 32, . . . . r~f~,) WXX@ for state
x,. Each child thus has load m – n.
a,.

matching.

E X,

X(a,
)).

has a perfect

Theorem
12 Given a tree on n species with k characters
where r is the maximum
number of states for any character,

set of dummy

d(a, )).

of 3DM

We now consider algorithms
for fixed load 1. Since the
topology
is given, characters
can be solved independently.
We first give the algorithm
for the most general possible cost
function
and then consider special cases which can be solved
more efficient ly. All the algorithms
are st anda.rd bottom-up
dynamic programming.
A final pass downward
from the root
produces an optimal
labeling
of the tree in tim,e O(n/k).
We
can also randomly
sample optimal
solutions.

and d(a, ) m — n — n(a; ) + 1 dummy
states associated
with each a, (similarly
we have d(b~) - m – n – n(b~) + 1
dummy
states for each b~ and d(c~) = m – n – n(ck) + 1
states

Theorem
11. Clearly
is NP-hard.
We again

ing in the label of its sibling.
For other loads, the children of
a, can also be made into binary trees where the input load
is met by at least one leaf, all dummy states are represented
in each child of a~ and each state in X( a~) is represented
exactly
once. To make the whole tree binary,
we form an
arbitrary
binary tree with the a, as “leaves”
(the two children of a, will be attached).
We call this tree (without
the
children
of a~) the A tree. We make the root of the A tree
a child of the global root.
Similarly
we form a. B tree and a
C tree and make them children
of the global coot.
Again,
it can be shown that we can find labels for the
internal
nodes of this tree with load at most m — n and
cost at most (3rnn + 6n – 3n2 – 3m)cost~
if and only if the

m

Xj

the internal
nodes of
cost at most (3mn –
of 3DM has a perfect

use a reduction
from 3DM as in the proof of the first part
of theorem
11. We construct
the tree as above with the following modifications.
Each node a; now has 2 children.
For
the case of load-l
input,
each child is the root of a binary
tree. Each of these trees has all the dummies in D(a, ) represented in the leaf set and the states of X(a, ) are arbitrarily
divided among the children,
appearing
as a leaf just once in
the subtree rooted at a,. For other input loads, the labels
of the leaves vary. For instance,
for load L, there are only
two leaf children
of a,, one labeled with all the dummies
in
D(a, ) and all but one state in X(a, ), the other labeled with
all the dummy
states and the single state Zg s X(a, ) miss-

contain

character:

m triples

It can be shown that we can label
this tree with load at most m – n and
3n2 )cost~ if and only if the instance
mat thing.
We now prove the second part of
the problem is in NP. We now show it

nodes
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most c(v) – 1+ 1. For each internal
node v, we compute
the
set of labels with cost c(v) — z for O ~ 1 — 1 and store it in
set L(u, z). Set L(v, O) is never empty, but any of the others
can be. For leaves, set L(u, O) is the single label and other
sets are empty.
Because there can be # labels in the .L(v’, z) sets of each
child v’ of node o, we must be somewhat
careful when computing the sets L(u, z) to achieve an overall time of r~. Intuitively,
a label at node v is good if the states in it appear in
many of the labels of its children.
To compute the L(u, x) for
node v, we begin by initializing
an array of nl buckets.
Each
possible label for v begins in the Oth bucket (with pointers
to them so they can be located quickly).
For each child v’,
each label in set L(v’, Z) earns 1— z points. This means that
this label is 1 – x better than the “worst”
possible cost of
c(v’) — 1. If label lVJ c -L(v’, z), then we locate v’ in the
set of buckets and move it 1 — x buckets forward.
We step
through
all L(v’, z) of all children
in time O(T-l) per child.
Then we find the highest
non-empty
bucket & All labels
in bucket b are placed in set L(u, O). All labels, if any, in
bucket b – z are placed in set L(u, z). We can compute
all

Ceder~ren
[32] for weighted
parsimony
which runs in time
O(nkj
) for n species, k characters,
and j states/character.
In our case, we have r~ states, where r was the original
number
of states in the polymorphic
character.
Thus this
algorithm
has time 0(nkr2Z ).
The bottom-up
dynamic
programming
algorithm
for
weighted
parsimony
proceeds
as follows.
For an internal
node v, let C(V, lV ) be cost of the best Iabelling
of the subtree rooted at v provided
that node w is Iabelled
lV. Then
we have C(’V, I“ ) = ~V/C~ild of “ (mbu”,c (v’, /“,)+
W(L, iv,)),
where w(i., l.:) is the cost of the edge with parent label 10
and child label Iv,. Thus we consider every possible label
for an internal
node and compare it against every possible
label for its children.
For arbitrary
weight function
w, this
will cost Tzi for each parent-child
interaction.
For the case of arbitrary
coste
<
cost~
<
costd
(not state-dependent),
we can reduce the overall
time to
0(nki(2r)1
). Again,
we wish to consider every possible label for node v, but we need not consider every possible label
for its children.
Suppose that for each child we know the
best choice of label for each of load 1,2,...,/,
where some
specific subset (possibly
empty) of thelabel
is specified.
For
example, we know the best load-3 labeling of the child where
a and b are 2 of the 3 states. This is O(lrl ) information.
To
find the best labelling
of the subtree rooted at v provided
v
is labelled
by /v, the only labels we need to consider for the
children
of v are the best ones for each possible subset of iv
and each possible load.
For example,
if 10 = {a, b}, 1 = 3,

the sets L(v, x) in time

6

x

children

where

{

v)

min
min
-Lqle 0~2J<&lLl

(c(v’,

L, 1’) + W(lV, L, i’)),

W(lV, L, 1’) =
if ILI +1’
otherwise

~ I/Ul

[1]

Thus to compute
the cost of a label, each parent must
check 0(12~ ) labels in each child.
Once the label 1“ is computed, it contributes
to 0(2[) minimizations
used by its parent (each subset of 10 with load Il. l). Since each of the O(n)
0(12t ) times
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